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I.  Introduction

1. Statement of the problem. This paper has for its purpose the de-

velopment of expansion theories for the general homogeneous linear a-

difference equation with analytic coefficients analogous to those of Neumann

and Gegenbauer for Bessel's equation, t

In Part II is treated the expansion of an arbitrary analytic function of

a single variable in series analogous to those of Maclaurin and Laurent.

In Part III expansions of functions of several variables are considered.

II. Expansion or analytic functions of a single variable

2. Solutions of the a-difference equation.  In the equation

(1) A0(x)u„(qkx) + Ax(x)un(qk~lx) + • ■ ■ + A k-X(x)un(qx)

+ (\n + Ak(x))un(x) =0

we shall suppose that a is a constant greater than unity in absolute value,

that k is a fixed positive integer, that » is a non-negative integral parameter,

and that the coefficients A0(x), Ax(x), • • • , Ak(x) are analytic functions

of a; at x = 0, Ao(0) being different from zero. Let R be the absolute value

of the singularity nearest x = 0 of any function of the set l/Ao(x), A0(x),

Ax(x), • • • , Ak(x) and for |a;| <F let A,,(x) have the expansion

oo

(2) Ai(x) =  £>«*' (i- 0,1,2, •••, k).
J-0

The parameter X„ shall be so determined that equation (1) has a solu-

tion of the form

(3) un(x) = X»+" ( 1 + £<;„,*•
\       J-l

* Presented to the Society, May 1, 1926; received by the editors in December, 1925.

t See Watson, Theory of Bessd Functions, London, 1922, where these results are summarized.
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where v is any constant. To see that this is possible, substitute this series

for un(x) in (1), and equate to zero the coefficients of the various powers of x.

This formal procedure gives the results

(4) a0o?*<»+'> + aMg<*-1>ta+»J +   ■ • • + ak0 + K = 0

and
»-i

(5) Cns(\n  —  X„+s)   =     2-1 C»*-)n,s-i (S   =   1>Z>3>   '   '   ") )

where

Snr= -   E ajrq^-i>^+ +*>
;'=0

and cno is to be taken equal to unity.

Equation (4) will be taken as the definition of X„.* By (5) the co-

efficients c„, are uniquely determined, provided that the relation

(6) X„-X,.+s^O

obtains for all non-negative integers n and all positive integers s. By form-

ing the difference X„—X„+s, it is easy to see that as either n or s becomes

infinite or as both become infinite simultaneously the absolute value of

this difference becomes infinite. Consequently relation (6) holds for aU

except at most a finite number of pairs of values of n and s. It will be sup-

posed that the quantities q, k, v, a0o,aio, ' ' ' > a*o are such that (6) holds for

this finite number also.

It will now be shown that, with the cns determined by (5), the series

for un(x) in (3) is convergentt for |a;|<|g|*2? and represents a solution of

(1) for |ic| <2?. Since the expansions (2) are valid for |a:| <2?, a constant a

exists such that

| 0«j | < a>

*If instead of equation (1) we write

Ao(x)un(qkx)+Al(x)un(qk~1x)+  ■  • • +Ak(x)un(x)+XnUn(qhx) = 0,

where h is a non-negative integer not greater than k, equation (4) becomes

oooç*(n+*)+aio5(*-1Hn+',)-|- • • • +akts+\nqh<-n+,') = 0,

while equation (5) becomes

« — i     / ■%
Cmqh («+»+,) (Xb _ Xn+8) = 2Zc«iS>i ¿j.

<=0

Using instead of (8) the relation
| 5-(*-«(«+n)(AB-x»+.) |> \/M,

the convergence of the series corresponding to (3) follows just as it does when h = 0.

f If the real part of n-\-v is negative the terms of the series are not defined for z=0.  The series

multiplied by af, however, is convergent in this case.
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for every i and j.   Consequently there is a constant A such that

(7) | s{s-r)q-k(>+n> | < Ar

for every s, », and r. Also a-*<s+n)(X„—X„+a) is bounded away from zero

as either « or s becomes infinite or as both become infinite simultaneously,

so that by virtue of (6) we may infer the existence of an M > 1 such that

(8) | a-*('+«>(Xn - Xn+S) | > Í/M

lor every 5 and ». Using the bounds (7) and (8) we have by induction

from (5) that

I c„.| < 2>-lM'A>,

or, putting K = 2MA,

(9) I cns I < K'

for every 5 and ». Hence the series (3) is absolutely convergent for |x| >K~l.

It represents a solution of (1) for \x\ <\q\~kK~l since then the operations

performed in the calculation of the coefficients c„„ are justifiable. From

equation (1) one sees that the singularity nearest the point x = 0 of any

solution of (1) which is analytic at x = 0 is at least a distance R from x = 0.

We may then conclude that the series

x»+4 1 +  J2 cMx" )

is absolutely convergent* for |#|<|a|* R and represents a solution of (1)

for H<F.f
3. Expansion of xm.   Let us consider the possibility of expanding xm

in the form
00

(10) Xm  =     2ZbmnUn(x),
n=m

where we have written Un(x) for x~"u„(x).   If we substitute for Un(x) its

* See the second footnote on p. 524.

t The existence of this solution might have been inferred from the general existence theorem given

by R. D. Carmichael in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 34, p. 159, where,how-

ever, a different method is used. The fact that the present method may be employed is stated in this

paper. The details are set down here in order to obtain the inequality (9) which will be used later.
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power series expansion, formally interchange the orders of summation,

and equate coefficients of like powers of x, we have

(ll)bmm=1'

Om,m+t ~V  0m ,m+8— lCm+g— I ,l -p  Om ,m+a—2^m+s—2 ,2    I I   OmmCma U,    5   ¿>   U.

Using the inequality (9) we have by induction from (11) that

(12) \bm,m+,\ <(2K)\

The repeated series

ZZ bmn ( xn +   ¿Z cnsx"+« j
n=m \ 8=1 /

is therefore absolutely convergent for  |x[<l/22f.    Hence, if |:e|<1/22£,

the rearrangement of this series which was made in obtaining formulas (11)

is justified and the expansion (10), (11) is valid.

4. Expansion of 1/(1—x).  The expansion
00

(13) l/(t - x) =  ¿Z xm/tm+l

is vaUd if only |at|<[i|. For |a;|<l/22C we may infer from (9) and (12)

the existence of Mi and M2 independent of n such that

BO

11 + ¿Zc»«** I < Mi
S-l

and
00

\¿Zbn,n+¡,x"\ < Mt ;
«=o

evidently Mi is independent of x and M2 is Ukewise if \x\ =R~i<l/2K.

Consequently the repeated series obtained from (13) by putting for xm

the expansion (10) is absolutely convergent if |z|<|i| and |a;| <l/22£, for

then we have
00 00

\zZbmnUn(x)\  <Mi¿Z \bmnx»\

00

=  Ml   |   X |"    Xl^.m+'^'l
*—0

< ilfiM2| x\m.

We may then interchange the orders of summation in this repeated series

and obtain the expansion

V(t- x)= ¿Z*»(t)Un(x),
n-0
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where n

»»(0 =  Z b.n/t'+\
«=0

this expansion being valid for |*| < \t\ and \x\ <1/2K.

If x is confined to the interior and boundary of a circle c with center at

x = 0 whose radius is less than 1/2K and t is confined to the boundary and

exterior of a circle of radius greater than that of c, then the convergence of

the expansion is obviously uniform with respect to both t and x.

We may now state the following theorem :

Theorem I. There exists a constant a, 0<ag \q\kR, such that, if x and t

are two complex variables satisfying the conditions

\x\^Ri<t,
and

\t\ =R2> Ri,

respectively, the expansion

l/(t-x)=    TiVn(t)Un(x)
n-0

is valid and converges uniformly with regard to both t and x.

5. Expansion otf(x). Let f(x) be single-valued and analytic on and

within the circle C2 of radius R2^a with center at x = 0. Then by Cauchy's

formula, for any x such that |a;| <i?2 we have

f(x)=^~.     f      {     22vn(t)Un(x)\f(t)dt
¿TTt   Jc%     \    n-0 /

oo

=  2ZanUn(x)
n-0

where

On - —   f  Vn(t)f(t)dt.
2iri Jet

This expansion converges uniformly when |a;| ̂ Fi<F2.  We may now state

Theorem II. Let f(x) be single-valued and analytic on and within the

circle Ci of radius Rt = a with center at x = 0.   Then the expansion

00

(14) /(*)-  2ZanUn(x),
n—0

where

On - —   f Vn(t)f(t)dt,
2iri Jet
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is valid if \x\ <Rt and converges uniformly with respect to x when \x\ =Ri<Rt.

6. Relation to Maclaurin's expansion.    Let /(*) have the Maclaurin

expansion

Then

f(x) =   ¿Z bmxm.
m—0

in = —(  vn(t)\   ¿ZbJm\dt
2-Kl   JCi \     m-0 /

-—   ¿*- f AJZbJ t'+\dt
2irl    m-o       Jc¡       \ «=0

whence

an   =     ¿J bmbmn-
m—0

7. Analogue of descending power series expansion.  The expansion

oo

l/(* - 0 - S Un(t)vn(x)
n-0

is valid for |i|<|*| and |/|<<r. Let l\ be the circle |rc| =ri^o- and let T2

be the circle |/|=r2<fi. Then if g(x) is single-valued and analytic on

and without T2 and if g(°°) = 0, we have

g(t)dt
S(x) = -*-.   f

¿in Jr, (x-t)

CO

=   ¿Z an'vn(x),
n-0

where

<*»' = --   f Un(t)g(t)dt,
¿iri Jr,

this expansion being valid for \x\ >r2 and converging uniformly for |*| =ri.

Hence we have proved

Theorem III. Let f(x) be single-valued and analytic on and without the

circle Tt with center at x = 0 and radius r2<a.  Then the expansion
oo

(15) /(*) -/(«)+  Zan'vn(x),
n-0

where

+.'•"■?-. (un(t)if(t)-f(«>)\dt,
2iti Jr,        I )

is valid for \x\>rt and converges uniformly for \x\^ri>r».
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8. Analogue of Laurent's series. Let T2 and C2 be the circles with centers

at x = 0 and radii r2 and R2 respectively, with r2<R2^a, and let f(x) be

single-valued and analytic on the boundary and interior of the ring-

shaped region S defined by the inequalities

0<ng\x\gRi£.r-

Then if a; is any interior point of S, Laurent's theorem states that

2iri Jv,    (x — t)     2ri Ja   (t — x)

Now in the first of these integrals

M <l*l <»»
so that here we may put

oo

l/(x~t)   =    2~lUn(t)vn(x),
n=0

and in the second

1*1 < M = *>
so that in this integral we have

oo

l/(t- x)=  2Z^(t)Un(x).
n-0

Therefore f(x) has the expansion

f(*)-^-.    f  { Z   Un(t)vn(x))f(t)dt + -L   f \Êvn(t)Un(x) }f(t)dt.
2lCl     JV,   \ n=o 1 ¿TCI   JcjVn-0 /

From this last relation we may at once deduce the following theorem :

Theorem IV. Let f(x) be single-valued and analytic on the boundary and

interior of the ring-shaped region S defined by the inequalities

0 < rt g | x | ^ Rt Ú a.

Then the expansion

OO 00

(16) /(*)   =     X>„i/n(*)   +     ¿2 ««»»(*),
n—0 n—0

where

°n=—-     f  Vn(t)f(t)dt,
2xt Jct
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and

«n = —:   f U,JJ)f(t)dt,
2-Ki Jr.

is valid for every interior point of S and converges uniformly when x is in

the region defined by the inequalities

rt<ri^\x\=Ri<Rt.

If the Laurent expansion oif(x) in the region 5 is

00 oo

f(x)   =    ¿ZbnX»+    ¿ZßnX-n,
n—0 n— 1

one readily finds that
n

On  =    ¿Z bmbmn ,

and
00

<*n  =  Pn+1 T"    ¿_y Cnmßn+m+l*

9. Orthogonality properties.    We shall now obtain the following for-

mulas :

JUm(x)Un(x)dx = 0 (m = »and m ?*»),
D

Lvm(x)vn(x)dx   =0 (m = »andw ?»*»),

Um(x)vn(x)dx = 0 (>» ^ »),

Xí/m(a;)í)m(a;)áa; = 27rî,
d

where the integration is taken in a positive direction along D, a closed curve

which encircles the point x = 0 once and lies within the circle |*|=<r. The

first of these formulas follows immediately from the fact that Um(x) and

Un(x) Sire analytic on and within D. The second one holds since the product

vm(x)vn(x) consists of terms in x~2 and lower powers of x. The third rela-

tion is evident if m>n, since then there is no term in x~l in the product

Um(x)vn(x).   If m<n the coefficient of x~x in Um(x)vn(x) is

Om.m+t + 0m+l,m+« Cmi + Om+i,m+« Cm2 +    • ' ' + 0m+»,m+« Cm«,

where s has been put for n—m.  To see that this coefficient vanishes, write
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• , s and solve this systemthe second of equations (11) for 5 = 1, 2, 3,

for bm,m+,-  This gives the result

1

Cm+1,1

Cm+1,2

0

1

Cm+t,l

0

0

1

ím+1,1-1   Cm+1,4- ''m+t.a—t

0

0

0

Cml

Cmt

Cmt

Cm+M—1,1    Cmt

By expanding this determinant according to the elements of the last column,

we readily obtain the relation

bm,m+t =   —   (bm+l,m+iCml + bm+l,m+iCmt +  "      -   + Om+t ,m+iCmt) .

To verify the last of formulas (17) is it only necessary to note that the co-

efficient of x-1 in Um(x)vm(x) is unity.

By means of these formulas it is possible to obtain directly the coeffi-

cients in the expansions (14), (15), and (16). If, for example, we have an

expansion of the type

(16) /(*) =   zZanUn(x)+   £«„»,(*)
n-0

and let C be any curve in the ring-shaped region in which this expansion

is valid and including the point x = 0 once, then by multiplying both mem-

bers of (16) by Un(x) and integrating term by term along C with respect to x,

we have

«n  =  —-    f Un(X)f(x)dx.
2iri Jc

Similarly, multiplying both members by vn(x) and integrating, we get

On = —:   I   Vn(x)f(x)dx.
2itî Je

10. The case of linear coefficients.  In the special case in which the

coefficients -<4oC*0, Ax(x), ■ ■ ■ , Ak(x) are linear, equation (2) becomes

Ai(x) = ato + aiXx (i-0,1,2, ••,*),
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while equation (4) is unchanged.    The coefficients c„. and £>„,„+., which

may be readily calculated, are given by the equations

«-i

Cn,  =      II P»+i/(Xn+i+l —  X„) , S  >  0,
»-0

b„n = 1,

«-i

bn,n+,  =     H Pn+i/(K+i ~ Xn+.) , S > 0,
i-0

where
k

p» = 5_a/i?(*~,')<n+'>-
i-0

The radius R of the circle within which the series

X»+'\'(l+  ¿c.*')

represents a solution of the ç-difference equation is |fl0o/aoi| and it is not

hard to show that the expansion (10), (11) is valid for |*| <|ç|*|aoo/floi|,

so that here the a of Theorems I, II, III, IV is equal to |<?|*|aoo/floi|; that

is, it is equal to the radius of the circle of convergence of the power series

expansion of Un(x).

In the case in which the functions A0(x), Ai(x), ■ ■ ■ , Ak(x) are linear

functions of x, the functions vn(t) satisfy a simple homogeneous ¿th order

ç-difference equation with linear coefficients if the relation

T m aoi?*('-l) + «u?"-""-" + a2iqtk-2><-» + ■ ■ ■ + aki = 0

is satisfied.    For from the equation
00

X'/(t  -   X)   =     ¿Z Vn(t)un(x)
n-0

and equation (1) it foUows that

q*'X'(a0o + a0ix)/(t - qkx) + q(k-»*x*(aio + aux)/(t - qk~1x)

00

+  • • • + x'(aM + akix)/(t - x) = -   ¿Z Kvn(t)un(x),

or

- TV + x'(aooqH*-l) + aQitqk^2))/(tq-k - x)

+ x>(aioq«-l^'-l) + aiitqik-»l-V)/(tq-k+l - x)

+ ■ • • + x'(aM + akit)/(t - x) = -   ¿Z*nVn(t)un(x),
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whence
00

Z «-(*){ (flooî*«'-1» + aoXtqk<>-»)vn(t/qk)
n-0

+ (aïo?«*""«-« + axxtq«-1"'-thn(t/qk-1)

oo

+    •  •  •   +   (a*0 +  a*lO»n(0 }    =   -     Z Xn«„(0«n(*) •
n-0

Consequently the functions v(t) satisfy the equation

Ao'(t)vn(t/qk) + Aî(t)vn(t/q*-1) + ■■■ + A'k-X(t)vn(t/q) + (X. + A k'(t))vn(f) = 0,

where

Ai(t) = a.i()a<*-»<'-» + Oíia«*-')^«/     (i = 0,1,2, • • .,*)•

If the relation T = 0 is not satisfied, vn(t) evidently satisfies a non-homo-

geneous equation.

More generally, if the functions A0(x), -41(3:), • • • > Ak(x) are poly-

nomials, each of degree d or less, vn(t) satisfies a homogeneous linear q-

difference equation of order k with coefficients Ai(t), where Ai(t) is a

polynomial of the same degree as At(x), provided that the d(d+l)/2

equations

I>i;-a<*-»<"-"> = 0 (j= 1,2,3, ■■■ ,d; p= 1,2,3, • • •  ,j)
<-o

are satisfied. If some one of these equations fails to hold, »„(0 satisfies a

non-homogeneous equation.

11. The problem when \q\ <1. If, instead of supposing that \q\ >1, we

assume that \q\ <1, the problem is essentially the same as before with the

rôles of the points infinity and zero interchanged. If in equation (1) we

replace x by 1/y and a by l/p and put Ai(l/y) =Bt(y) and u„(l/y) =wn(y),

we have

Bo(y)wn(pky) + Bx(y)wn(pk~ly)

+ • • • + Bk-X(y)wn(py) + (\n + Bk(y))wn(y) = 0,

where |^|<1, the coefficients Bi(y) are analytic at y=°°, and 50(«>)7^0.

Consequently, if we suppose that in equation (1) the coefficients Ai(x)

are analytic at x=<*>, ^4o(°°) being different from zero, and that |a|<l,

we may obtain expansions of arbitrary functions analytic at infinity in

terms of solutions

U-n(x)   =   X-"-'(l   +    ^C-n.X-A,
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corresponding to the expansions of Theorems II, III, IV, and V. These ex-

pansions may be obtained directly by expanding x~m~' in terms of the u-n(x),

substituting these expansions in the identity

00

x~'/(x -t)=¿Z tm/x"+'+l,

and applying Cauchy's theorem as before.

If the coefficients At(x) are analytic at both zero and infinity, as, for

example, when each function Ai(x) is the quotient of one polynomial,

Ei(x), divided by another, Ft(x), of the same degree, 27<(0) being different

from zero, there are expansions in both cases, |?|<1 and |?|>1.

III. Expansions of analytic functions of several variables

12. The expansion theorems obtained in Section II may easily be

extended to apply to functions of several variables. If xu h, and xt, tt

are two pairs of complex variables in the Xi- and a:2-planes respectively,

such that

\xi\=Ri, \h\=Ri', RiKRi'^a,
(18)

|*í|^2c2, \h\^Rt, Rt<Rt'£a,

then by Theorem I the expansions

oo

l/(/i-*i)=  zZv»,(h)UKl(xi),
n,=0

and
00

l/(/2 - Xt) =   I>„,(/2)c7B1(*s)
n,=0

are valid and each converges uniformly with respect to both variables.

Multiplying the two series together, we obtain their product

. . 00 00

- £ S »«(íi)»-,(<»)^-,(*.) unt(xt),
(t,  -   X,)   (h  -   X%) n1=0 n2-0

which is absolutely and uniformly convergent.

Let Ci and C2 be the contours formed by the circles |a;i|=2¿i' and

|a:2| =R2' and let f(xu x2) be a single-valued analytic function of the two

variables xx and x2 when Xi is on and within Ci and x2 is on and within Ct.

Then we have that
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f(xi,Xt) = (-^Y f   f-^^--dt2dtx
\2irl/ JClJc1(tx — xx)(t2 — x2)

~\T-n   (  í i¿ ¿»«i(0«'.i(<i)ü,-i(*l)^«(*i)}/(<»,<i)*A,
\2tti/     JC, JC2 {,ni=0 n2=0 )

00 00

=  zZ   2~La»™Uni(xx)Uni(x2),
ni=0 »2=0

where

«nin, = (-)   I    I vni(tx)vn¡(t2)f(tx,t2)dt2dtx.
\2irl/  J^JC,

This expansion is valid and converges uniformly with respect to xx and x2

when |*i|=i2i and |a;2|^i?2.

In precisely the same manner we may prove the following theorem :

Theorem V. Letf(xx, x2, ■ • ■ , x\) be a function of xx, Xi, • • • , x\ which

is single-valued and analytic when xx, x2, ■ • ■ , X\ are on and within the

respective contours Cx, C2, • • • , C\ formed by the circles \xx\ =RX ¿¡¡a,

\xt\=Rî?£a, • • • , \x\\=R\ ^a.   Then the expansion

00 00

f(xx,Xi, • • -,x\) =   Z   zZ • • ■ zZ anim...nxUni(xx)Uni(xt) ■ ■ ■ Unx(xî),
ni=0 n2=0 nx="

where

ö„in2...„x = (—-)   I    I  • ■ • I i'»I(«i)!'ni(<,) • • 'Vnx(h)f(tx,tt, ■ ■ -,h)dh ■ ■  dtx,
\2iri/ Jc1JCt       JCX

is valid for \xx\ <RX', \x2\<R2', ■ ■ ■ , |*x| <R\   and converges uniformly for

\xi\ = Rx< RÎ, | x2\ = R2 < RÎ, • ■ -, | *x| = Rx < RÎ.

Evidently Theorems III and IV may be generalized in like manner.

University of Illinois,

Urbana, III.


